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Abstract

The introduction, growth, and decline of the electronic typewriter and personal

word processor industries are presented and analyzed. The report illustrates how intense

competition and the growth of the computer industry were the main reasons for the

demise of both industries. In addition to an examination of both industries, individual

profiles of electronic typewriter and personal word processor manufacturers are stu jed.

Finally, the report applies two theories of market evolution to further ex:plain the demise

of both typewriter industries.
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1. Introduction

While the typewriter industry was formed in the late nineteenth. century, the

industry did not endure significant changes until the late 1970s. Prior to 1970, all

typewriters were large mechanical or electromechanical devices that Ollly satisfied

user's need to type letters or other small documents. The major difference between these

two types of typewriters was the process used to generate letters on the paper.

Mechanical typewriters possessed a direct mechanical connection between the keys and

the device that struck the paper. In other words, each key on the keyboard was directly

attached to a typebar which contained the appropriate letter molded on the other sid .1

To make letter generation easier, electromechanical typewriters used nlotors. A key

pressed on an electromechanical typewriter "engaged mechanical linkages that directed

mechanical power from the motor to the typebar."l

In addition to their large size and limited functionality, both mechanical

typewriters and electromechanical typewriters were very expensive. Il} fact, the earliest

electromechanical models contained more than 2,000 parts that were constantly in motion

as the typewriter was being used.2 Thus, parts needed to be constantly' replaced an the

significant labor costs associated with fixing the parts meant that only large businesses

could afford them. Even though typewriter designs became more efficient over time, the

typewriters were still limited in the sense that they could only be used to construct imple

documents. However, the introduction of the electronic typewriter in the late 1970s

revolutionized the industry.

1 Typewriter (Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia), 2005, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typewriter (5
December 2005).
2 Ellen Roseman, "It's Taps for the Old-Fashioned Typewriter," The Globe and Mail, 25 August 1983.
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Electronic typewriters redefined the industry because they were the first category

of typewriters to use microprocessors. Basically, a microprocessor is a "complete

computation engine fabricated on a single chip.,,3 Microprocessors permitted typewriters

to perform advanced functions such as character storage and text form atting that c uld

not be handled on electromechanical typewriters. Further, as electronic typewriters

became more sophisticated, they were designed with small screens that could display one

or two lines of text. These screens allowed users to view and change text before it was

printed. Finally, microprocessors were able to greatly reduce the num.ber of moving

parts, which made them affordable for individual consumers in addition to businesses.

While the electronic typewriter effectively introduced households to t:ypewriters, many

househol users wanted to perform more functions than the electronic typewriter could

provide. As a result, personal word processors were developed to satisfy their needs.

The introduction of the personal word processor in the mid 1980s effectively

satisfied consumers that wanted to perform more sophisticated functions. Perhaps the

most important feature of personal word processors was a full CRT or LCD screen. A

full screen enabled users to fix every mistake before the document was printed as well as

format the entire document to meet their specifications. Furthermore, personal word

processors could also be connected to other office products, such as fax machines nd

printers. In the end, the personal word processor was a very powerful and innovative

device since it was one of the first technological products that perfomled sophisticated

tasks with a user-friendly setup and design. Table 1 summarizes the clifferent types of

typewriters.

3 Marshall Brain, How Microprocessors Work, 1998,
http://computer.howstuffworks.com/microprocessorl.htm (2 November 2005).
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Table 1: Different TypewrIter Product CategorIes
Functionality4 Technological Base

Documents could be movable mechanical
written by pressing parts and ink ribbons

keys that were directly
attached to a typebar
with molded letters.

The typebar then hit an
ink ribbon which

generated the
appropriate character

on the paper.

Product Category
Mechanical Typewriter

Electromechanical
Typewriter

Electronic Typewriter

Personal Word Processor

Personal Computer

Documents could be
written by pressing

keys which generated
mechanical power from

a motor to a typebar.
The typebar then hit an

ink ribbon which
generated the

appropriate character
on the paper.
limited word

processing, text
formatting, spell check,

and limited storage
word processing, text
editing, spell check,

text formatting, small
applications, and

decent storage
software provides

numerous functions,
large storage, and

advanced formatting

movable mechanical
parts, a motor, and ink

ribbons

microprocessor, 2
segment display,

memory, and carbon
ribbons

microprocessor, RJ~M,
and CRT display

microprocessor, RAM
hard drive, CRT/LC:D,

and motherboar(i

Year Introduced5

1867

1961

1978

1981

1982

4 Typewriter (Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia), 2005, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typewriter ( ,
December 2005).
5 The years are approximations since it is difficult to tell precisely when each product was officially
introduced.
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This study examines the growth, development, and decline of the typewrite r

industry. Both electronic typewriters and personal word processors are discussed and

analyzed. For classification purposes, typewriters with fewer than two lines of text

display are considered electronic typewriters. Further, price is used to distinguish

between office electro ic typewriters and consumer electronic typewriters. Consurner

electronic typewriters were priced less than $500 while office electrorLic typewriters were

priced higher than $500.6 Any typewriter with a screen that displays Inore than two lines

is classified as a perso al word processor. The study begins in the late 1970s since the

introduction of the electronic typewriter was lar'gely responsible for the growth of the

industry. The research concludes in the mid 1990s because electronic typewriter

shipments showed no signs of reviving after a few years of steady decline.

6 Electronic Typewriter Planning Service (Venture Development Corporation Repolt, 1989), 1-7 - 1-8.
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2. Research Methodology

The majority of the data used in this study was based on reports published by

Venture Development Corporation (VDC), a market research firm. H'.owever, data fTom

other sources such as International Data Corporation, the U.S. Department of ComJmerce,

and the Information Technology Industry Data Book were also examined. These t]lree

sources were not used because they did not contain the level of detail that the VDC

reports provided. For example, in the U.S. Industrial Outlook reports published by the

U.S. Department of Commerce, typewriter statistics were not directly provided. Instead,

information about typewriters was grouped into a more general office equipment

category. This made it very difficult to isolate data about typewriters. In the Infor ation

Technology Industry Data Book and International Data Corporation reports, very l"ttle

attention was given to consumer electronic typewriters. In the end, the VDC reports

contained the most specific and distinct data about office and consumer electronic

typewrite s as well as personal word processors. Using one source for the majority of the

data improved the overall consistency of the calculations and graphs.

Since research firms usually wait until an industry grows and develops before

they direct resources toward analyzing the industry, market share information for t e

earliest years of this report (1978 - 1987) is not included. The electronic typewriter

industry simply did not become an established market in the eyes of research firm until

the mid 1980s. As a result, market share data for this report begins in 1988. Also,

reliable data for 1989 could not be found and the data that is presented for this yea IS

based on estimates obtained from VDC as well as other sources. Table 2 provides a

summary of the data t at is provided in the report. As a final note, all graphs that display
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the total dollar value of a given typewriter market are computed basecl on the facto y

pricing level. The factory pricing level is the first level of distributioIl which repre ents

the actual dollars that go directly to the typewriter manufacturer.

While the VDC reports provided most of the data used for the graphs, the written

report was based largely on articles from Factiva, an online database. Two separate

searches of Factiva were performed to locate the articles. The first search, which took

place on August 31, 2005, used "electronic typewriter" as the search terms. The search

results were ordered by date, and all articles written after 1998 were n.ot considere since

those years exceeded the scope of the report. On September 7, 2005, the second search

was conducted using the keywords "personal word processor." Againl, results were

ordered by date, and all articles written after 1998 were not used.

Table 2: Data Provided in Report
Data Value Years Covered in Report

Total ET Shipments
Total Value of the ET Market
Total ET Shipments by Category
Total Value of the ET Market by Category
Average Price of ETs y Year

ET Market Shares Based on Market Value
Office ET Market Shares Based on Market Value
Consumer ET Market Shares Based on Market Value
PWP Market Shares Based on Market Value
PWP Market Shares Based on Total Shipments
Average PWP Prices by Year
PWP Shipments by Type
Total Value of the PWP Market by Type

1978-1994

1988-1994
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3. History of Electronic Typewriters

3.1 Introdu tion and Growth of the Electronic Typewriter Industry

The first entry into the electronic typewriter market was made by the Qyx .IVlSlon

of Exxon Office Systems in 1978. Qyx's Intelligent Typewriter Levell sold for $1,600,

had one kilobyte of memory and was designed for high-end business ·users.7 AIm st

immediately after the introduction of the Intelligent Typewriter Levell, IBM followed

with two electronic ty ewriter (ET) models also designed for business customers.8

IBM's quick reaction to Qyx' s new product innovation foreshadowed the intense

competition that would come to define the ET industry. However, despite being the first

company to enter the market, Qyx was quickly overshadowed by IBM. In fact, toward

the end 0 1978 it was estimated that IBM owned more than 90% of the $60 million

market.9

Initially, IBM dominated the ET market due to a strong brand name and positive

customer relationships. Through their involvement in electromechanical typewrit rs and

other business machines, IBM's brand became associated with quality and reliabil"ty.lo

Therefore, it was relatively easy for the company to convince its existing customers to

purchase an IBM ET to satisfy their growing typing needs. IBM's early market success

prompted both Olivetti and Olympia to enter the ET market in 1979. Then, in 1980, the

market grew to seven competitors as Syntrex, Contitronix, and SCM all entered the

market. While it appeared that the market would continue to grow steadily over th.e next

7 Boggs et aI, US. Electronic Typewriter Markets: A Strategic Analysis 1982 -1987 (Venture
Development Corporation Report, 1982), 22.
8 "IBM Introduces Two New Electronic Typewriters Using Microprocessors to Carry Out Certain
Functions," New York Times Abstracts, 25 May 1978.
9 "Article on Electronic Typewriter Industry; Says IBM's Market Share is Tumbling," New York r':mes
Abstracts, 23 November 1984.
10 "Typewriters of Electronic Era," The New York Times, 23 November 1984.
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few years, the ET industry encountered an enormous growth spurt as the number of

competitors doubled from seven to fourteen in 1981. Table 3 lists the firms in the ET

industry along with their year of entry.

TIle frenetic entry into the ET market by numerous companies can be linked to the

high growth rates realized by the ET market. As mentioned above, trle ET industry was

worth approximately $60 million in 1978. By 1980, the industry was worth more :han

$180 million. This meant that, over a three year period, the ET industry saw an annual

growth rate of more than 70%.11 As a result, the new competitors seized the opportunity

to create more advanced ETs with the hope that large profits would follow.

As the number of competitors in the ET market increased, IB1\1' s market sllare

declined dramatically. IBM held approximately 90% of the market ill 1978 and th ir

share was down to 25% by 1982. 12 The main reason why IBM lost ground was because

they were not producing satisfactory products. IBM's ETs lacked many features that

were present in ETs made by the competition. In addition to having fewer features,

IBM's ETs were usually the highest priced in the market. However, it should be n.oted

that even though IBM's share of the market was reduced, the comparLY still increased its

revenue every year from 1978 to 1982. 13 IBM's ability to increase sales with an irlferior

product emonstrated the high demand customers had for ETs in the early 1980s.

11 Danzing et al,The US. Market For C~onsumer and (~fJice Electronic Typewriters into the 1990s. (~an it
Withstand the Threat ofPersonal Word Processors and Personal Computers Much Longer? (Venture
Development Corporation Report, 1988), 20.
12 "Article on Electronic Typewriter Industry; Says IBM's Market Share is Tumbling," New York rimes
Abstracts, 23 November 1984.
13 Franklin Whitehouse, "IBM's Typewriters Miss a Stroke," The New York Times, 28 March 1982.



Table 3: Earliest Entrants in the ET Market14

15

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982
Qyx Olivetti Syntrex Brother Xerox
IBM Olympia Contitronix Adler-Royal 3]\1

SCM Facit Swintec
Hermes
Canon

Silver-Reed
Remington Ralld

14 Boggs et aI, US. Electronic Typewriter Markets: A Strategic Analysis 1982 -1987 (Venture
Development Corporation Report, 1982),23.
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While IBM was on the decline, Olivetti and Xerox were the tvvo companies that

quickly surged closer to the top of the ET industry. Xerox was able to match IBM in

terms of market share after just two years in the industry. The compallY benefited from a

large amount of capital and resources that came with being a large diversified

corporation. To prove its dedication to the ET industry, Xerox used its highly rega ded

copier an duplicator sales force to sell ETs. It was the first time that the company used

its primary sales force to promote a product that was not a copier. 15 O)livetti became a

major competitor in the industry because they produced superior products.

Both IBM and Xerox benefited from the fact that many retailers only carried one

or two brands in their stores in the early 1980s. In fact, in 1984 a poll by market re earch

firm Dataquest revealed that 80% of retailers offered two brands or less. 16 IBM products

were very attractive to retailers because they offered profit margins of 40% to dealers that

ordered more than 60 new ETs. Most of the other companies in the in.dustry had

machines that offered profit margins of approximately 30%. 16 Also, IBM could produce

more ETs than the competition due to its fully automated production facility in

Lexington, Kentucky. If not for the high profit margins, IBM might have relinquis led its

position as one of the market leaders.

W"th the arrival of these new entrants, the ET industry also became a globa.

business. In 1981, firms from Japan, Germany, Sweden, and Switzerland joined

companies in Italy and the United States to add to the diversity of the industry. In

addition to being spread out across the globe, there was great diversity in the size of the

companies. Firms with long histories of success and a wide range of!Jroduct offerings

15 "Xerox Unveils Four Models of Electronic Typewriters," Dow Jones News Service, 17 November 1981.
16 "IBM's New Typewriter May Increase Pressure in a Booming Market," The Wall Street Journal, 17
October 1984.
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such as IBM and 3M highlighted one end of the market. On the other end, Contitronix

was a competitor despite being a $5 million company that produced Oilly ETs.

In addition to being aided by the large number of new entrants:, the growth of the

ET industry can also be attributed to Olivetti's introduction ofa consumer ET in 1981. 17

Prior to 1981, all ETs produced were office ETs (or business ETs) designed primar"ly to

suit the needs of employees in the medical, financial, educational, and legal professions.

Thus, consumer ETs effectively broadened the market for ETs to incllLde both businesses

and household users. In just two years, the consumer ET industry was valued at over

$100 million. 18

The rapid growth of the consumer ET industry was fueled by technological

advancements that greatly reduced the cost of computer chips. As me:ntioned earlier, all

ETs had microprocessor chips that enabled the machines to perform lTLOre advanced

functions than electromechanical typewriters. Designing a typewriter with fewer parts

was important because the cost of labor started to rise significantly in 1983. 19 Therefore,

consumer ETs were an attractive product for companies in the ET indllstry as well as

companies not in the ET industry because production costs were relatively cheap arld it

appeared that demand would continue to increase over time.

The combination of low production costs, low labor costs, and strong demand for

ETs caused the ET industry to explode in 1984. Figure 1 shows the total shipments of

ETs by year, while Figure 2 displays the total value of the ET industry by year. Both

graphs ilillstrate the significant growth rates that appeared between 1983 and 1985.

17 "Olivetti to Unveil Two ortable Electronic Typewriters," Dow Jones News Service, 31 December 1980.
18 Danzing et aI, The US. Market For Consumer and Office Electronic Typewriters into the 1990s: C;an it
Withstand the Threat ofPersonal Word Processors and Personal Computers Much Longer? (Venture
Development Corporation eport, 1988),20.
19 Ellen Roseman, "It's Taps for the Old-Fashioned Typewriter," The Globe and Mail, 25 August 1983.
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Figures 3 and 4 show a more detailed description of ET shipments anel overall market

value by separating the office and consumer ET segments. Perhaps th,e most interesting

deduction that can be made from Figures 3 and 4 is that consumer ET shipments

surpassed office ET shipments in 1984 yet office ETs still generated considerably rnore

revenue.

3.2 The Electronic Typewriter Industry Matures

In terms of total value, 1986 represented the peak year for the :ET industry ,s the

market was estimated to be worth $1.25 billion.2o The market was ai ed by a record

number of competitors that produced a record number of new ETs. In, 1986, a typical

month would include at least one new product announcement from IBM, Canon, Xerox,

or Panasonic. While the total dollar value of the E'"r market reached its apex in 1986,

total ET shipments were at their highest in 1987.21 The reason why sl.Lipments peaked a

year later 'was due to the intense competition in the industry. In other words, ship ents

increased but the overall value of the market decreased because comp(~tition forced

manufacturers to lowe prices for their ETs.

Consumer ETs finally surpassed business ETs in terms of value in 1987. Figure 5

compares the value of consumer ETs and business ETs. There were t~NO reasons why

consumer ETs outsold business ETs. First off, many home users became familiar vvith

20 Danzing et aI, The [IS. Market For Consumer and Office Electronic Typewriters into the 1990s: Can it
Withstand the Threat ofPersonal Word Processors and Personal Computers Much Longer? (Venture
Development Corporation eport, 1988),20.
21 Danzing et aI, The US. Market For C"onsumer and Office Electronic Typewriters into the 1990s: Can it
Withstand the Threat ofPersonal Word Processors and Personal Computers Much Longer? (Venture
Development Corporation eport, 1988), 18.
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ETs becallse they used them to perform their jobs. The increased exposure to ETs at

work helped clarify the benefits that ETs provided. Second, many business custom.ers

started switching from ETs to computer systems toward the end of 1987. The tran ition

to computers was an easy decision for many firms because computer software com anies

finally started releasing software that was user-friendly.22 Individual consumers could

not afford the steep prices for personal computers so demand for cons'umer ETs re lained

healthy.

D1Lring the first peak year for the ET market, Smith Corona and IBM were the two

market leaders (see Figure 6). Both companies held approximately 22% of the market.

For the most part, Smith Corona focused exclusively on consumer ETs and the C0111pany

was able to profit handsomely since the consumer ET market was still on the rise. 23 Just

as Smith Corona benefited because they were primarily in the consumer ET industry,

IBM suffered because they focused almost exclusively on office ETs. Therefore, while

IBM still held approximately 48% of the office ET market, their share of the overall

market was only 22%. Other companies, such as Swintec and Panasonic, produced both

consumer ETs and office ETs and their lower positions in the market could be linked to

the declining popularity of office ETs.

3.3 The Decline of the Electronic Typewriter Industry

The intense competition in the ET market eventually caused th.e value of the

industry to plummet. The large number of competitors made it very difficult for any firm

to tum a profit since prices had to be continuously lowered. Figure 7 shows the av{~rage

22 Laura Liebeck, "Give Me Capability," Discount S"tore News, 9 January 1989.
23 "Smith Corona and Brother Revitalise Typewriter Market," Financial Times, 17 .A.ugust 1988.
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price of an ET from 1978 to 1994. As shown in this graph, for the ten year period Tom

1980 to 1990, the average price of an ET dropped by $1,200. By 1994, the price of an

ET was less than $200. Also, referring again to Figure 6 above, the statement made by

many market analysts that the key to combating lower prices was the <ievelopment f a

strong brand name was confirmed.24 The three market leaders all possessed one.

A major mistake made by ET manufacturers was an inability to market their

products successfully against computers. According to Venture DeveJlopment

Corporation, a market research firm, manufacturers needed to position ETs as being

easier to use than personal computers. This was especially important given that computer

software companies were rapidly improving their design and user interfaces.25 Also,

prices for simple personal computers started to approach prices for E1's. In 1989, a full

computer system could be purchased for as little as $1,200, which was just a few hundred

dollars more than the price of an ET.26

IBM's decision to exit the ET market in 1990 also contributed to the decline of

the overall industry. IBM decided to spin off its production ofETs wIlen they created a

new company named I.Jexmark.27 Not surprisingly, IBM decided to focus on the growing

PC and software industries as opposed to the declining ET industry. l,exmark's first

move was to change how customers perceived ETs. Instead of promoting ETs as

substitutes for computers, Lexmark chose to explain how ETs served as complemerlts to

computers. The company showed how many common business tasks, such as printing

24 Danzing et aI, The [IS. Market For Consumer and Office Electronic Typewriters into the 1990s: Can it
Withstand the Threat ofPersonal Word Processors and Personal Computers Much Longer? (Venture
Development Corporation Report, 1988), 1.
25 Paul B. Carroll, "Computer Firms Step IJp Efforts to Make Machines Easier to Use," The Wall St'*eet
Journal, 14 December 1987.
26 T.R. Reid, "A Word of Advice on Personal Word Processors," The Washington Post, 3 March 19 6.
27 Nathaniel Gilbert, "Lexmark's Life After IBM," Financier, August 1991.
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envelopes and packing slips, could be accomplished quicker with the lIse of an ET

instead of a computer.28 The justification for their new positioning strategy was da a

which revealed that 90% of the company's Err customers also owned at least one

personal computer.29 As a result, F'igure 6 illustrates that Lexmark was able to reverse its

trend of decreased revenues after 1990.

In ad ition to a new positioning strategy, Lexmark also benefited when Smith

Corona, Xerox, and Brother exited the office ET market in the early 1990s.3o Figure 8

shows the percentage of the office ET market held by each firm and it also depicts the

years when the three aforementioned companies left the market. According to Fig re 8,

Lexmark started to increase its market share toward the beginning of 1990. Not

coincidentally, both Xerox and Smith Corona exited a year earlier. Trlerefore, busi ess

customers that wished to purchase a brand name office ET elected to go with a Lex:mark

model because it was clearly the most recognizable brand that remained. Even though

Smith Corona left the office ET segment of the market, they continued to be the ill rket

leader for consumer EIs. The graph in Figure 9 shows that Smith Corona and Brother

were the two dominant consumer ET manufacturers.

Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the continuous decline of the EI irldustry in terrns of

total shipments and overall value. Between 1989 and 1994, total shiplnents of EIs

decreased from 3.9 million to 1.7 million. Similarly, the value of the lnarket declined

28 Patricia lV1. Fernberg, "Electronic Typewriters: Today's Indispensable Productivity 1'001," Managing
()ffice Technology, 1 March 1989.
29 Peter H. Lewis, "Lexmark Still Key Player in Typewriter Market," Portland Oregonian, 4 Augus 1993.
30 Kate Evans-Correia, "Where I-Iave All the Typewriters Gone?," Purchasing, 24 October 1991.
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from abollt $900 million to $250 million. Figures 10 and 11 also reveal another

interesting result. From 1991 to 1992, the value of the office ET segnnent of the market

was actually greater than the value of the consumer ET segment. This was most likely a

result of Lexmark's ability to convince businesses that an ET should l,e used to

complement computers in the workplace. However, it is apparent froJm both graphs that

the ET industry was in a constant decline and there was little hope of revival for those

firms still present in the industry. As a recap, Figures 12 and 13 show ET shipments and

the ET market value for every year from 1978 to 1994.
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4. History of Personal Word Processors

4.1 Introduction of t e Personal Word Processor Industry

The first ever personal word processor (PWP) that came into the market was the

PWP 12 manufactured by Smith Corona. This new product did not gamer nearly as

much atte:ntion as the Intelligent Typewriter Levell ET. Since the P\VP was not a

radically new invention like the ET, it was not seen as a hot commodity initially. Also,

with the ET firmly entrenched in offices around the country, PWP manufacturers faced

the daunting task of creating demand for a new product that was basically just a more

glamorous ET. However, PWP companies were confident that they could convince

businesses and household users to purchase PWPs. Their confidence 'was based on data

which revealed that computer users spent nearly 75% of their time performing word

processing functions. 3
! Thus, PWP firms believed that if they focusecl on creating a

specialized device to handle more advanced word processing functions that considerable

profits could be realized.

Smith Corona's introduction of the PWP 12 helped the company become the

market leader for PWPs in 1988. Figure 14 displays the major firms in the PWP market

and provides the share of the market held by each firm. Smith Corona's main marketing

goal was to convince potential customers that their PWPs provided sophisticated word

processing applications that were much easier to use than word processing programs that

were run on computers. In addition to their current crop of customers, the company

targeted two additional segments that were not pursued heavily by ET manufacturers:

31 "Survey Results Show 77 Percent of Rome PC Owners Use PC's Mainly for Word Processing an
Spreadsheets," PR Newswire, 9 January 1990.
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college students and retirees.32 This target market was a logical decision since Smith

Corona developed a competitive advantage in the ET industry by serving household

consumers as opposed to business customers. Since the number of students attending

colleges a d universiti s was rapidly increasing in the late 1980s and early 1990s, Smith

Corona's prospects looked promising. Also, Smith Corona believed t]lat retirees were an

attractive arget because they reasoned that many retirees did not want the complexities

associated with using computers.

Wile Smith Corona was the clear market leader in 1988, five other firms

aggressively fought to be in the second position: Brother, Panasonic, IOlivetti, Xerox, and

IBM. All five of these firms held a similar portion of the market, but "t appeared that

Brother would become Smith Corona's main opponent. It was apparent that in the late

1980s and early 1990s that IBM and Xerox were more interested in computers and

software evelopment.33 Panasonic and Olivetti were in the ET market an neither

became a :major threat. Since Brother achieved success in the ET mar:ket, many believed

that they had the best chance to challenge Smith Corona by leveraging their existin

knowledge and capabilities. Furthermore, even though Brother was fourth in market

share in 1988, they were second in percent of overall PWP shipments (see Figure 15).

Thus, not many industry analysts were surprised when Brother claimed the second

spot in the PWP market just one year later. Between 1988 and 1989, JBrother raised its

market share from approximately 9.5% to 15.5%. Meanwhile, IBM, which was second in

1988 with 17%, fell to the third position with a share of 14.86%. Smith Corona also

strengthened its hold on the top spot by increasing its share by almost 4%. The company

32 James A. McConville, "Word Processors, Typewriters Shift: One Market Ballooning, Other Flat" The
Weekly Honze Furnishings Newspaper, 28 August 1989.
33 Kate Evans-Correia, "Where Have All the Typewriters Gone?," Purchasing, 24 ()ctober 1991.
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utilized a unique marketing medium to attract some of their targeted customers. Si ce

college students were part of their target market, Smith Corona ran advertisements for

their products in movie theaters.34 Most college students enjoyed watching movies and

going to theatres, so running advertisements before movies increased awareness of their

PWPs and helped contribute to the company's growth in the industry.

4.2 Growth and Development of the Personal Word Processor Industry

The g owth and development era of the PWP industry can best be described as a

tenacious battle between Smith Corona and Brother for market leadership. Betwee 1990

and 1993, both conlpanies released new PWP models at a rapid pace. Smith Corona tried

to use its strong brand name and solid reputation to sway customers while Brother offered

their products at lo"wer prices. In 1991, Brother was able to supplant Smith Corona as the

market leader and they would never relinquish their position. Ultimately, Brother's low

pricing strategy was too much for Smith Corona to overcome. Brother could offer uch

lower prices because their products were produced outside the U.S. whereas Smith

Corona manufactured their products inside the U.S. Therefore, Brother's cheap labor

costs were reflected in their lower PWP prices.

The marketplace battle between Smith Corona and Brother eventually spille into

the courtroom. In 1993, Smith Corona filed a series of lawsuits accusing Brother of

selling their PWPs at unreasonably low prices.35 1"'hey argued that Brother was trying to

drive them out of business. The war went back and forth for about three years until both

companies finally decided to stop the argument. The battle concluded after both

34 Philip H. Dougherty, "Movie Ads for Word Processor," The New York Times, 5 November 1987.
35 "Japanese Word Processor Makers Accused of Dumping," Japan Economic Newswire, 8 November
1990.
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companies realized they were fighting for a dying market. After the court battle, Smith

Corona tried to revitalize its PWP business by moving their manufacturing operations to

Mexico.36 However, the time and money they spent fighting Brother in court seemed to

drain the company of its drive and energy.

While most of the industry was focused on the tug of war between Brother and

Smith Corona, IBM and Xerox quietly exited the PWP market in 1991. As mentio .ed

earlier, IBM spun off its typewriter businesses and created Lexmark. However, Lexmark

was not as dedicated to the PWP market as they were to the ET market. After both IBM

and Xerox exited the market, Canon made an interesting decision when they decided to

enter the PWP market in 1990. It was a curious decision since most industry analy ts felt

that the market had meager growth prospects and that Canon would have a very difficult

time competing with Smith Corona and Brother. Nevertheless, Canon entered the })WP

market and was able to claim nearly 10% of the market after two years.3
? Canon's quick

success was due to their innovative ink-jet printer capabilities that they provided w"th

their PWPs. Also, they were able to absorb the market share that was available after

Xerox and IBM left the market as well as steal market share from a weakened Smith

Corona. By 1994, they almost matched Smith Corona in terms of market share.

4.3 The Decline ofth Personal Word Processor Industry

Interestingly, the same forces that led to the demise of the ET industry cant ~ibuted

to the decline of the PWP industry. First and foremost, the competitive nature of the

PWP market made it very difficult for firms to earn profits. As shown in Figure 15, by

36 Martin Dickson, "Smith Corona to Close its Last US Typewriter Manufacturing Plant," Financia. Times,
22 July 1992.
37 Sandy Plunkett, "Canon Goes Back to the Future," Business Review Weekly, 31 August 1990.
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1994 only three finms were able to withstand the effects of intense competition.

However, one of the three companies that survived, Smith Corona, filed for Chapter 11

bankruptcy protection in 199538 and another, Canon, entered the market late. This meant

that Brother was th.e only firm that successfully survived from beginning to end. F lrther,

Figure 16 shows how PWP prices were affected by competition.

Another major problem that plagued the industry was an inability to convin e

businesses to purcrlase PWPs. Many businesses did not want to purchase PWPs because

they were more interested in computer systems. During the early 1990s, many

companies favored the push toward an integ ated workplace that allowed data to be reely

exchanged across the entire organization. The only way that this could be accomplished

was through the use of a network that utilized computers. Therefore, PWPs were n t

seen as desirable products. It did not make ense to buy a PWP that served as a

complement to a computer when most of the required organizational tasks could be

performed solely by a computer. Firms still used their ETs for the few tasks that could

not be handled efficiently by computers and printers, such as printing envelope labels.

Generally speaking, during the final years of the industry, PWPs were class·tied

into two major groups: PWPs that had a cathode ray tube (CRT) or liquid crystal display

(LCD) screen and PWPs that were computer-oriented. Most of the major PWP firms

mentioned above sold CRT/LCD PWPs as opposed to computer-oriented PWPs. The

CRT/LCD PWPs were more user-friendly m.achines while the computer-oriented devices

were intended for technologically proficient users. Computer-oriented PWPs were more

38 "Smith Corona Seeks Bankruptcy Protection," The Pantagraph Bloomington) 1L, 6 July 1995.
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difficult to use because they contained more applications.39 Figure 17 compares the

number of units shipped for the two groups from 1988 to 1994. Basically, the CRT/LCD

type dominated the computer-based PWP for the pure reason that man,y consumers did

not want t e headaches associated with advanced technology. After all, ho sehold users

simply wanted a typing machine that was more sophisticated and easier to use than an

ET.

Figure 18 shows the total value for both PWP groups. Not sUfJprisingly, the

CRT/LCD models accounted for the majority of the market's value. I-Iowever, the value

of this market never exceeded $300 million, which indicated that the rnarket for PWPs

was never a significant threat to computers or other technological devices. The

computer-based PWP market failed because the targeted customers for the product were

not interested in purchasing the product. Thus, only one year after this market was

established, the overall value of the market declined by almost 50%. Only five years

later, the market for computer-based PWPs was practically non-existe:nt.

39 Haggerty et aI, The Electronic Typewriter Industry 1995 (Venture Development C:orporation Rep rt,
1995),35-39.
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5. Conel sion

In the end, the apid advancements in computing technology eliminated the need

for PWPs as well as ETs. During the mid 1990s, computer hardware became

significantly cheaper, and as a result, prices for computers declined dramatically. l~hey

were also easier to use and easier to connect to other devices. Perhaps equally as

important as hardware developments were software improvements. Software enabled

computers to gain additional functionality and upgradeability, improvements that simply

could not e efficiently realized on a PWP. As computers became more popular in

businesses and homes, production costs could be lowered even further through ecoIlomies

of scale. All of these benefits, as well as many others, contributed to the meteoric rise of

computer systems and the end of typewriters.
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6. Company Profiles

6.1 Adler-Royal

Unlike most of the other firms in the industry, Adler-Royal was not an

independent company. Rather, Adler-Royal was the U.S. marketing company of

Triumph Adler of West Germany. Essentially, Triumph Adler wantecl to maintain close

relationships with its customers. Since the majority of their customers were in the .S., it

was a logical decision to create a subsidiary in the U.S. Ensuring that customers were

satisfied was a critical area of focus for many ET firms. Given that the ET market was

very competitive, if business customers felt that their needs were not being address~d by

a particular firm, then they could easily switch to a different firm. Adler-Royal's

customer-focused behavior helped the company establish a respectable brand name in the

industry.

Adler-Royal also developed a sound product development strategy. The

company decided to focus almost exclusively on basic models. During the early 1980s,

basic units were in high demand as most firms were looking for a sim]~le device to print

small business letters, envelope labels, or packing slips. Also, since !13M and Xerox were

aggressively competing for market share at the high-end of the market, it would have

been very difficult for Adler-Royal to break through in that segment. Further, Adler

Royal was aided by the gradual polarization of the ET market. Custorners either s ught a

basic ET or a high-end model. Since Adler-Royal was well respected in the basic I~T

market, they were able to capture almost 9% of the office ET market in 1987. The
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company was not active in the PWP market and they offered only a fe'w models. Like

most other firms, Adle -Royal exited the typewriter business in the middle of the 1990s.40

Adler-Royal Facts41
:

T bi 4 Adl R 1Fta e : er oya ac s

Competitor in the ET Market Yes

Entered ET Market 1981

Largest Office ET Market Share 9% (1987)

Competitor in the PWP Market Yes

Entered PWP Market 1990

Largest PWP Market Share ---

Product Focus basic

Target Market small and mid-size
firms

40 Danzing et aI, The US. Market For Consumer and Office Electronic Typewriters into the 1990s: C7an it
Withstand the Threat ofPersonal Word Processors and Personal Computers Much Longer? (Venture
Development Corporation Report, 1988), 170-171.
41 Market entry dates as well as market shares are approximates.
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6.2 Brother

Brother was one of the most successful firms in the ET and PVVP markets. Since

the company had been involved in electric typewriters, they were able to leverage their

typewriter competences and quickly enter the ET market in 1981. Brother remained in

the ET industry until the end and they were able to steadily increase trleir market s are

over time. They were the second best company in terms of market share in both the

consumer and office ET markets. A reliance on foreign manufacturing was critical to

Brother's success. Since Brother was based in Japan, they manufactured their ETs

outside of the u.s. an could take advantage of significantly low labor costs. With the

money saved on labor, Brother could commit more money toward the research and

development of new ET models. Thus, it was not surprising that Brother aggressively

introduced new products into the ET market.

Wile Brother was only the second best firm in the ET market:) they were able to

achieve dominance in the PWP market. Beginning in 1988, Brother \vas able to increase

its share of the PWP market every year until 1994. By 1994, they oWlled more thaIl half

of the market. However, their success did not come without controversy. In the early

1990s, Brother's main competitor in the PWP market, Smith Corona, accused Brother of

selling their PWPs at unreasonably low prices. Even though the courts agreed with Smith

Corona42
, Brother was never severely affected because the consequences of the decisions

were minor. In the end, Brother was able to successfully survive the intense competition

of the ET an PWP industries and they continue to do business today. The compa y

specializes in producing, among other things, sewing machines and printers.

42 Anne Veigle, "Duties Put on Word Processors from Japan," The Washington Times, 9 August 1991.
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:

Table 5: Brother Facts
Competitor in the ET Market Yes

Entered ET Market 1981

Largest ET Market Share 24% (1993)

Competitor in the PWP Market Yes

Entered PWP Market 1985

Largest PWP Market Share 55.62% (1994)

Product Focus basic, mid-range, and
high-end

Target Market all types of firms and
households

43 Market entry dates as well as market shares are approximates.

44
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6.3 Canon

Even though Canon was first established as a camera business during the 1950s,

they decided to enter the ET market in 1981. They were lured into the ET industry with

the hope of achieving growth rates similar to IBM. However, Canon lacked the skills and

expertise of I M a:nd was not as aggressive as Xerox, so they only earned modest success

in the industry. Sillce Canon did not earn high profit levels in the industry, they relied

heavily on the international market to manufacture their products at lower costs. .eXlCO

and Taiwan were t]le locations of two of the larger manufacturing operations.44 Calnon

reached its peak in the ET industry in 1992 when they had an 11 % share of the market.

WJaile Canon did not make major waves in the ET industry, they made a greater

imprint on the PWJP industry.45 Canon entered the PWP market in 1990 after both IBM

and Xerox exited. It appeared that their goal was to claim some of this newly vacant

market share by introducing innovative products. As it turned out, Canon was able to

earn a significant p1iece of the market with their innovative ink-jet printer capabilitivs that

they provide with their PWPs. This new product enabled the company to claim .ore

than 17% of the market by 1994. Today, Canon has returned to prod clng numero s

types of cameras, I)rinters, and projectors.

44 Klein et aI, Electronic Typewriter Planning Service 1992 (Venture Development Corporation Report,
1992), IV-94 - IV-95.
45 Caroline Louis, "Canon's New Series of Electronic Typewriters," The New Straits Times, 28 No ember
1996.
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:

Table 6: Canon Facts
Com,petitor in the £T Market Yes

Entered ET Market 1981

Largest ET Market Share 11.02% (1992)

Com,petitor in the PWP Market Yes

Entered WP Market 1990

Largest PWP Market Share 17.28% (1994)

Product ocus basic and mid-range

Target Market small firms and
household consumers

46 Market entry dates as well as market shares are approximates.

46
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6.4 IBM

Although 113M was beaten to the market by Qyx in 1978, the company was still

able to earn more than 90% of the ET market by the end of the year. IBM benefited

tremendously from. the solid reputation and large customer base that they formed through

their involvement with business machines that preceded ETs. After a few years in he ET

industry, IBM was considered by many to be "the typewriter company." IBM serv d as a

perfect example of how a strong brand name was critical for success in the ET mar (et.

Despite offering Errs with fewer features at higher prices than the competition, IBM was

able to maintain its position as a market leader during the 1980s. In addition to a strong

brand, IBM ETs were attractive products because they offered retailers high profit

margins of 40%.

Another major ompetitive advantage for IBM was its $350 million automated

typewriter production plant in Lexington, Kentucky. Initially, the plant was created to

produce IBM's Selectric line of electric typewriters. As electric typewriters were phased

out, IBM modified the production process so that ETs could be produced. The automated

process enabled IBM to experience lower unit costs through economies of scale. The low

unit costs combined with IBM's high ET prices provided the company with a high profit

margin. When IB~v1 exited the typewriter market, Lexmark continued to use the plant.

While IB~v1 was a market leader during the 1980s, their share of the ET market

began to decline rapidly in the early 1980s as the market became saturated with

competitors. With at least a dozen firms competing in the ET industry in the early 1980s,

IBM's market share q ickly dropped from a high of 90% to a low of 20%. Even tough

their share was declining, IBM still increased its revenues yearly. However, as the
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competition becam,e even more intense toward the middle of the 1980s, IBM started to

invest more capital an resources in the growing computer industry.

As an examlple of the rapid growth of the computer industry, IBM shipped rnore

computers in the last eight weeks of 1983 than in 1981 and 1982 combined. Also, y the

end of 1984, IBM ship ed a computer every ten seconds.47 Given that the total val e of

the personal compllter market approached $9 billion by the end of 1985, it was not

surprising that IBM increased its commitment to computers in the 1980s. The computer

industry provided opportunities for higher profits and IBM already had experience with

hardware and softvvare. Thus, in 1990, IBM exited both typewriter markets.

Table 7: IBM Facts
COlTLpetitor in the ET Market Yes

Entered ET Market 1978

Largest ET Market Share 90% (1978)

COlTtpetitor in the PWP Market Yes

Entered PWP Market l 1984

Largest WP Market Share 17.02% (1988)

Product Focus mid-range and high-end

Target Market mid-size and large firms

47 Dennis Kneale, "IB~v1 Says Demand and Shipments of PC are Exceeding Compa y Expectations,~" The
Wall Street Journal, 16 March 1984.
48 Market entry dates as well as market shares are approximates.
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6.5 Lexmar

In 1990, IBM ecided to drop out of the ET and PWP markets, but in doing so,

they created a new company, Lexmark, that would still manufacture and sell ETs a' d

PWPs. IBM wanted t focus on the growing computer hardware and software ind stries.

However, the IBM brand name appeared on products manufactured by Lexmark for five

years, which obviously helped convince customers that products made by Lexmark

would still be of high uality. Lexmark's first move was to change how customers

perceived ETs. Th.eir main goal was to convince business customers that ETs and ?WPs

should serve as cOlnplements to computers. Apparently, many business customers agreed

with Lexmark's vision since Lexmark's office ET market share increased dramatically

following 1990. Also, Lexmark was able to benefit when other large ET firms pulled out

of the market in the early 1990s. In the latter stages of the ET industry, Lexmark was the

dominant company in the market with a share of over 60%.

Even though the portable ET and PWP markets were in their final stages,

Lexmark continued to am success. In fact, they even had a few brea throughs, such as

their Diamond Series products. Another major victory came when Lexmark made a large

sale ofPWPs to th(~ U.. government in 1994.49 Although Lexmark made valiant efforts

to sell ETs and PWPs, they also developed new product offerings, such as printers,

scanners and ink cartridges.

49 Haggerty et aI, The lilectronic Typewriter Industry 1995 (Venture Development Corporation Rep rt,
1995), 85-87.
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:

Table 8: Lexmark Facts
Competitor in the ET Market Yes

Entered ET Market 1990

Largest office ET Market Share 63.84% (1994)

Competitor in the PWP Market Yes

Entered PWP Market 1990

Largest PWP Market Share 8.63% (1991)

Product Focus mid-range and high-
end

Target Market mid-size and large
firms, governments,

and household
consumers

50 Market entry dates as well as market shares are approximates.

50
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6.6 Olivetti

Olivetti was the first European company to enter the typewriter market. So n

after their entry in 1979, they were able to gain significant ground in the ET indust.y

thanks to their superior products. However, Olivetti's greatest contribution to the f~T

industry came two years after their entry when they developed the Praxis 30 and th

Praxis 35 consumer ETs. These two models were the first consumer I~Ts to enter tIle

market. The Praxis 30 sold for $595 while the more advanced Praxis 35 sold for $600. 51

Consumer ETs were developed to satisfy the needs of household consumers as well as

small office customers. Typically, consumer ETs were smaller units that did not provide

as many functions as an office ET, but their lower prices made them p1opular. In fact,

total consumer £T shipments surpassed total office ET shipments in 1984.

Even though Olivetti introduced the first consumer £T, they were not a Ie to reap

the benefits of their early market entry. The company was quickly overshadowed t>y

larger firms, such as Smith Corona and Brother, which possessed more recognizable

brand names. Despite limited success in the ET market, Olivetti decided to enter tile

PWP market. Their best year in the PWP market was in 1988 when tlle market was

largely undefined and many companies were seeking to establish their products. Olivetti

remained in the PWP market until the end, but by 1994 they possessed less than 1~o of

the market.

51 "Olivetti to Unveil Two Portable Electronic Typewriters," Dow Jones News Service, 31 December 1980.
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:

Table 9: Olivetti Facts
Competitor in the ET Market Yes

Entered ET Market 1979

Largest ET Market Share 1.76% (1992)

Competitor in the PWP Market Yes

Entered PWP Market 1986

Largest PWP Market Share 9.06% (1988)

Product Focus mid-range

Target Market household consumers
and home offices

52 Market entry dates as well as market shares are approximates.

52
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6.7 Olympia

Olympia was the second European firm to enter the ET market. Their entry in

1979 was only a few months after Olivetti entered. However, Olympia did not achieve as

much success as Olivetti. While Olivetti quickly developed a reputation for producing

better products than IBM, Olympia seemed content to serve niche markets in the U.S.

They specialized in producing basic, low-end units that were among tIle least expensive

models in the market. Thus, Olympia only had a minor presence in both the consumer

and office ET segments. Their largest share of the ET market was in 1992 when they

possessed approximately 1.25% of the market.

Perhaps the main reason why Olympia remained a low-key cOlnpetitor in the U.s.

ET market was because the firm was consistently strong in the European market. Most

likely, Olympia was devoting the majority of its resources toward their European

customers and any additional customers in the U.S. were seen as a bOI1US. However, it

appeared that Olympia wanted to make a bigger impact on the PWP lIlarket in the 1J.S.

The company spent $5 million in 1987 to promote their new high-end PWPs, whicll

represented a substantial increase over promotional expenditures for previous years. This

increased spending di not improve sales. Perhaps it was due to Olyrrlpia's reputation as

a low-end, low-cost producer and customers were unsure if Olympia could make a

seamless transition to being a high-end manufacturer. In the early 1990s, Olympia exited

typewriter markets in the U.S., but they continued to compete in Euro]pean markets.,53

53 Danzing et aI, The UA..';. Market For Consumer and Office Electronic Typewriters into the 1990s: Can it
Withstand the Threat ofPersonal Word Processors and Personal Computers Much Longer? (Venture
Development Corporation eport, 1988), 176-177.
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Olympia Facts54
:

T bl 10 01 . F ta e : lympla. ac s

Competitor in the ET Market Yes

Entered ET Market 1979

Largest ET Market Share ---

Competitor in the PWP Market Yes

Entered PWP Market 1987

Largest PWP Market Share ---

Product Focus basic

Target Market small firms and
households

54 Market entry dates as well as market shares are approximates.
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6.8 Panasonic

In a sense, the dynamics and happenings of both the ET industry and the PWP

industry can be seen by examining Panasonic' s operations. Panasonie established itself

in the ET market in the early 1980s when the industry was starting to (develop. The

company enjoyed growth rates that were very comparable with the growth rates of the

overall industry. Then, when the ET market began rapidly declining in 1990, Panasonic' s

performance declined as well. Likewise, in the PWP market, Panasonic was able to

increase its market share in the early stages, but when the industry slo'wed in the mid

1990s, the company's market share evaporated. In both industries, the company was a

major competitor among the second-tier typewriter manufacturers. In other words,

Panasonic never challenged Smith Corona, Brother, or IBM/Lexmark at the top of he

market, but they were able to compete with Sharp, Olivetti, Xerox, and Canon.

In terms of a specific product focus, Panasonic concentrated 011 the medium to

high-end segment of both the PWP and ET markets. Additionally, the company was a

presence in both the office and consumer ET markets. In the end, Pan.asonic was most

likely affected by the gradual polarization of the ET industry.55 As customers continued

to choose either an advanced ET or a basic ET, Panasonic's profits su fered since they

produced a lot of mid-range models. Thus, Panasonic pulled out of the consumer E:T

market in 1991 and tried to transfer their knowledge and expertise toward the PWP

industry. However, after only five years in the PWP market, Panasonic held less th.an 1%

of the market, and the company decided to focus on more profitable e ectronic proolucts

such as televisions an cameras.

55 "Electronic Typewriters," Purchasing, 22 June 1989.
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:

Table 11: Panasonic Facts
Competitor in the ET Market Yes

Entered ET Market 1982

Largest ET Market Share 9.83% (1990)

Competitor in the PWP Market Yes

Entered PWP Market 1986

Largest PWP Market Share 15.76% (1990)

Product Focus mid-range and high-end

Target Market small and mid-size firms

56 Market entry dates as well as market shares are approximates.

56
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6.9 Sharp

Sharp's initial entry into the ET market in the early 1980s did Jrlot go smoothly.

Immediately after they introduced their first ET model, Sharp encountered numerOllS

logistical problems that delayed shipments. As a result, dealers and retailers beca e

frustrated with the company. Even after they fixed their shipping issues, retailers a.nd

consumers were not very excited about their product offerings. Critics complained that

Sharp's ETs did not provide enough features to justify their high prices. Due to these

issues, Sharp never became a strong competitor in the ET market. Their best year was in

1990 when they possessed slightly more than 5% of the total ET market.

Schools and governments were the main customers for ShafJ)'s ETs. Given this

market segment, Sharp focused their production efforts on basic and nlid-range ETs. The

basic models were marketed toward schools while the mid-range units were more

appropriate for government workers. However, as mentioned earlier, Sharp was never

able to become a major presence with their products in the industry. l~he lack of success

in the ET market made it easy for the firm to decide that they would not pursue an entry

into the PWP market. 57 While Sharp developed a few CRT PWPs, they never earned

more than 1% of the PWP market. Like similar firms such as Panasortic and Canon,

Sharp decided to focus on more profitable electronic products.

57 Danzing et aI, The US. Market For Clonsumer and Office Electronic Typewriters into the 1990s: Can it
Withstand the Threat ofPersonal Word Processors and Personal Computers Much Longer? (Venture
Development Corporation Report, 1988), 179-180.
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Sharp Facts58
:

T bI 12 Sh F ta e : arp ac s
Competitor in the ET Market Yes

Entered ET Market 1983

Largest ET Market Share 5.22% (1990)

Competitor in the PWP Market No

Entered PWP Market ---

Largest PWP Market Share ---

Product Focus basic and mid-range

Target Market schools and governments

58 Market entry dates as well as market shares are approximates.
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6.10 Smith Corona

Widely regarded as the most prominent typewriter manufacturer, Smith Cor na

was one of the few firms that achieved considerable profits in both the ET and PWP

industries. Regarding the ET industry, Smith Corona's success can be directly attri uted

to its dominance in the consumer ET market. From the early 1980s to the middle of the

1990s, Smith Corona was the clear leader in this market. The compan:y had a very wide

and deep assortment of product offerings. Indeed, Smith Corona satisfied all different

types of customers as they produced basic, mid-range and high-end units. In fact, Smith

Corona was able to attain overall ET market leadership for many years in the 1980s and

1990s even though they only produced consumer ETs. In other words, Smith Corolla

only produced consumer ETs, yet they were able to gain more market share than firms

that produced both consumer ETs and office ETs.

Smith Corona's success in the consumer ET market allowed the firm to easily

apply their competences and expertise to the PWP industry. Thus, Smjth Corona got a

major head start in the PWP market because they already had a large customer base and a

strong brand name. These factors enabled Smith Corona to introduce the first PWP (the

PWP 12) as well as claim the top spot in the PWP market until 1991. They were also

able to expand their customer base, and therefore continue growing, b~y targeting c lIege

students and retirees. y 1991, they ceded the top position to Brother and would never

reclaim the spot.

Two critical reasons explained Smith Corona's downfall. First off, the PW .

industry, as well as the general typewriter industry, was being hit hard. by the growth and

development of the computer industry. As more consumers and businesses switched to
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computers, Smith Corona saw profits decline sharply. A second reason was the messy

court battle the firm engaged in with Brother. Smith Corona accused :Brother of selling

their PWPs in foreign countries at suspiciously low prices. Since this dispute with

Brother lasted for three years, a considerable amount of Smith Corona's resources were

dedicated toward the court battle. Once the case was resolved three years later, Smith

Corona appeared to have lost all of its energy. In an attempt to rebourld, Smith Corona

diversified its product offering to include items such as fax machines and office

furniture. 59 These new products were not warmly received in the mar](etplace and in the

end, the company filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in 1995. Thus, unlike other

firms in the ET and PWP markets, Smith Corona does not still conduct business today.

Smith Co ona Facts60
:

Table 13: Smith Corona Facts
Competitor in the ET Market Yes

Entered ET Market 1980

Largest ET Market Share 30.63% (1990)

Competitor in the PWP Market Yes

Entered PWP Market 1984

Largest PWP Market Share 38% (1993)

Product Focus basic, mid-range and
high-end

Target Market household consumers
and home office

customers

59 "Smith Corona Enters Home Office Furniture Market," Business Wire, 21 December 1993.
60 Market entry dates as well as market shares are approximates.
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6.11 Xerox

Xerox was a rare company in the ET industry because they were able to achieve

success quite rapidly. In fact, Xerox entered the ET market in 1982 arld by 1984 they

shared the top spot in the market with IBM. IBM had been in the mar~ket since 1978.

Perhaps the main reason for their rapid market ascension was the large amount of

resources that came with being a successful corporation. Of their resources, their lT10St

powerful one was their experienced copier and duplicator sales force. Xerox used their

heralded sales force to promote their ETs and the results were remarkable. Also, X rox's

strong brand name contributed to their success. In many cases, retailers only stocked one

or two ET brands in their stores and since Xerox was a well established name, the .ealers

knew that Xerox products would sell well. Thus, the early stages of the ET industry

could be classified as a battle between IBM and Xerox for market lea ership.

Since Xerox was competing with IBM, their main focus was OIl the office ET

industry. Even though Xerox was involved with the consumer ET rna ket, their primary

products were mid-range and high-end office ET models. Their ETs had more featllres

and functions than IBM's ETs and they were also hundreds of dollars cheaper. 61

However, despite their product superiority, the intense competition of the ET indus Ty

prompted Xerox to exit in the early 1990s. It did not make sense to continue dedicating

resources to a saturated and dying market. They wanted to focus more attention on their

copier and duplicator products as well as explore options in the growiIlg computer

industries.62 Xerox was a minor presence in the PWP industry as their best year was in

61 "Xerox unveils Four Models of Electronic Typewriters," Dow Jones News Service, 17 November 1981.
62 Jonathan Chevreau, "Xerox Makes Plans to Enter Personal Computer Market," The Globe and Mail, 13
June 1981.



1988 when they held approximately 8.84% of the market. They exited after 1990.

Today, Xerox continues to offer a wide array of printers, copiers and scanners.

Table 14: Xerox Facts
Competitor in the ET Market Yes

Entered ET Market 1982

Largest ET Market Share 30% (1984)

Competitor in the PWP Market Yes

Entered PWP Market l 1985

Largest PWP Market Share 8.84% (1988)

Product Focus mid-range and high-end

Target Market small, mid-size and large
firms

63 Market entry dates as well as market shares are approximates.
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7. The Technological Extinction of the Typewriter Industry

7.1 Three T eories on Market Evolution

In most instances, the evolution of a new manufacturing indus cry follows a

common pattern. Shortly after the industry is formed, the number of competitors

increases rapidly over the course of a few years. Then, the industry cllanges its direction

and the number of firms severely declines as certain firms develop the ability to operate

more efficiently than others. Over time, a handful of large firms remain in the industry

and form a dominant presence. Klepper and Simons label this rapid reduction in

participation in an industry as a "shakeout.,,64 Three theories have been developed to

help explain how shakeouts occur: the innovative gamble, dominant clesign, and the

research and development returns model. Even though all three theories differ in regards

to the origin of shakeouts, they all cite technological change as the main driver. 65

The innovative gamble model states that a new industry is created by a basi

invention and the shakeout occurs when a refinement is made to the b:1Sic inventiort. The

firms that are most effective in developing the refinement force the inefficient firm out.

In other words, a large number of firms enter the market after a basic Jproduct is

introduced, and each firm is gambling that they will be the first to develop a modification

to the original product. With the dominant design theory, a new prodllct must con£orm to

a set of accepted standards. Companies that best conform to product standards will

naturally drive other firms out of the industry. Finally, the research aIld development

returns model (R&D model) highlights the importance of firm size in determining tnarket

64 Steven Klepper and Kenneth L. Simons, "Technological Extinction of Industrial Firms: An Inquiry into
their Nature and Causes," Industrial and Corporate Change 6 (1997): 379.
65 Steven Klepper and Kenneth L. Simons, "Technological Extinction of Industrial Firms: An Inquiry into
their Nature and Causes," Industrial and Corporate Change 6 (1997): 381.
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participation. This theory states that returns from R&D provide major advantages to the

earliest entrants as well as the largest entrants. In fact, the returns are so great that entry

into the industry becomes unprofitable and the smaller and less capable firms becorne

victims of the shakeout.66 The dominant design theory and the R&D rnodel are the two

theories which best describe the shakeout of the modern typewriter inclustry.

7.2 The Sha eout of he Modern Typewriter Industry

The dominant design theory is directly applicable to the ET industry because

almost all of the ETs that were produced conformed to similar product standards.

Perhaps the most important standard was the use of the daisy wheel printing mecha ism.

Other than IBM, all of the other major ET firms used the daisy wheel. 67 Thus, one reason

for the erosion of IBM's market share throughout the 1980s was due to their reluct .nce to

conform to accepted product standards. It is not clear why IBM chose to continue using

their "golfball" printing device as opposed to the daisy wheel. A possible explanation

was that it was too costly to modify the production process at their automated facility in

Lexington. Nevertheless, the theory illustrates that companies will suffer if they d not

adopt the dominant design. Other standards, such as amount of memory and text

formatting capabilities, also made up the dominant design of an ET.

Another important part of the dominant design theory is that after the

development of the dominant design, product innovation becomes incremental. Firms in

the ET industry relied eavily on incremental product improvements. In fact, both :ET

and PWP firms struggled to come up with significant innovations. 1~he only major

66 Steven Klepper and Kenneth L. Simons, "Technological Extinction of Industrial Firms: An Inquiry into
their Nature and Causes," Industrial and Corporate (7hange 6 (1997): 382 - 386.
67 Franklin Whitehouse, "IBM's Typewriters Miss a Stroke," The New York Times, 28 March 1982.
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innovation in the modem typewriter industry was the ink-jet printing capabilities t at

Canon provided with their PWPs. As a result, ET and PWP firms had. to compete by

offering different varieties of the dominant design. For example, some firms, such as

Lexmark, concentrated on producing typewriters with as much memory as possible and

other firms, such as Olivetti, focused on providing advanced formattirLg functions. 6

Finally, the dominant design theory states that firms that enter the market after the

dominant design is developed have a difficult time succeeding in the rnarket.69 This is

because the incumbent firms already have an established customer base as well as

benefits that come from economies of scale. Many of the larger firms trying to mal(e an

entry in the ET industry, such as Panasonic and Sharp, found it very difficult to divert

customers away from Smith Corona and Brother once the dominant design was

developed. Also, the dominant design theory was modified by Christensen to incl e the

fact that the firms that entered toward the latter stages of the pre-dominant design period

would be the most successful.69 Again, the ET industry serves as a perfect example of

this assertion. The latest entrants among the pre-dominant design fimls were Smith

Corona and Brother while the earliest entrants for this period were IBJV! and Olympia.

Christensen argues that the earlier entrants would still have resources tied up in older

technologies that would be obsolete after the dominant design. During the 1980s, IBM

still dedicated conside able resources toward its Selectric line of elect omechanical

68 Nancy Cosgrove, "Typewriters Adapt: They're Here to Stay," The Office 117 (1993): 88 - 89.
69 Steven Klepper and Kenneth L. Simons, "Technological Extinction of Industrial Firms: An Inquiry into
their Nature and Causes," Industrial and Corporate Change 6 (1997): 384.
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typewriters. 7o As a result, they continued to lose market share to Brother and Smitll

Corona.

The R&D returns model provides more insight to help explain why Brother and

Smith Corona were the two most successful firms in the modem typevvriter industry.

While this model distinguishes between process R&D and product R&:D, process R.&D

was far more important to the typewriter industry. According to the IrLodel, process R&D

reduces a firm's average cost of production, and since average cost is proportional to

output, larger firms earn a greater return from R&D. The larger returTIlleads to fast

growth as well as gradual price reductions. Lower prices drive the inefficient firms out of

the market and they also limit entry because new firms are not able to produce roducts

as cheaply as the incumbents. 71

Both Smith Co ona and Brother were more dedicated than their competitors

regarding process and roduct R&D. In the mid 1980s, Smith Corona changed its entire

production process an was able to reap the benefits of a more cost-efficient assembly

line.72 Smith Corona was also one of the first companies to introduce typewriters tllat

could erase words and perform spell checks. As further proof of Smith Corona's

successful R&D improvements, in 1989 the company said that 40% of their sales were to

first-time buyers. Five years earlier, only 20% of sales went to first-tilne buyers and 80%

of its sales went to replacement buyers. 73 Thus, in addition to having a large customer

70 Dennis Kneale, "IBM Says Demand and Shipments of PC are Exceeding Company Expectations, ' The
Wall Street Journal, 16 March 1984.
71 Steven Klepper and Kenneth L. Simons, "Technological Extinction of Industrial Firms: An Inquiry into
their Nature and Causes," Industrial and Corporate Change 6 (1997): 386.
72 "Smith-Corona's Success Story," Chicago Sun-Times, 5 July 1986.
73 Manning Greenberg, "Smith Corona's Market Share is Growing: Constant Product Innovation has
Provided Edge Against Foreign Competitors," The Weekly Home Furnishings News)?aper, 5 March 1990.
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base, Smith Corona was able to lure customers away from other firms. The firms t at

lost customers to Smith Corona were driven out of the industry.

While Smith Corona concentrated on adding incremental featu.res to its products,

Brother successfully used its process R&D to produce smaller, more efficient designs for

their existing products. Better designs enabled Brother to expand into new markets in the

Far East and Latin America where cost and size were more important than advanced

features. Also, Brother was the first company to develop a Japanese language worel

processor and among the first firms to develop Spanish and Portuguese versions.74 The

overall lack of innovation in the typewriter industry also aided Brother and Smith

Corona. As mentioned earlier, the only major innovation was develo:ped by Canon in the

early 1990s. Not coincidentally, Canon's innovation enabled the company to acquire

more than 17% of the WP market after only four years in the industr:y. Since none of

the other firms were innovative, customers for both Smith Corona and. Brother had no

reason to switch to a competitor.

A :final aspect regarding the shakeout of the typewriter industr:y that is captured by

the R&D returns model is the fact that the number of firms in the industry declines

sharply after the shakeout occurs. With both the ET and PWP industries, the number of

firms competing in the industry continued to drop after the shakeout. The dominant

design theory says that the industry tends to stabilize after the inefficient firms have

exited. Thus, for the modem typewriter industry, the period after the shakeout is best

represented by the decline in participation provided in the R&D returns model. Also, the

R&D returns model is the only theory which states that the largest firrns that surviv'e will

74 "Brother Maps Strategy as Typewriter Sales Dip," The Commercial Appeal MemJJhis, TN, 17 September
1995.
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account for a disproportionate amount of the process R&D. 75 Brother and Smith C rona

confirmed this assertion.

Even though Smith Corona was one of the two firms that survived the longest in

the typewriter industry, the company is no longer in business. While the rise of computer

systems and their court battle with Brother were major contributors to the demise of the

company, their downfall was also a result of their single product focus. It is important to

recall that, among the final survivors of the typewriter industry, Smith Corona was the

only company that focused mainly on manufacturing typewriters. Carlon still had i s

successful camera business and Brother was a main competitor in the sewing mach·ne

market. Therefore, whenever Smith Corona came up with a refined typewriter mo el,

they needed to release the model as soon as possible. They would allocate necessary

resources to modify their production line so that large volumes could be produced.

However, toward the latter stages of the PWP industry, it appeared that Canon simply

waited until Smith Corona came up with a typewriter with new features and then copied

the design. With its overseas production centers, Canon could manufacture a typewriter

with the new innovation at a lower cost and also sell the product at a cheaper price.

Then, Smith Corona would be left with a large inventory of typewriters that they h d to

sell at lower prices. Over time, Smith Corona would not be able to ge:nerate enough

profit from their innovations to continue operating.

75 Steven Klepper and Kenneth L. Simons, "Technological Extinction of Industrial Firms: An Inquiry into
their Nature and Causes," Industrial and Corporate Change 6 (1997): 386 - 387.
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7.3 Conelus·on

In the end, the lack of innovation was the main reason for the extinction of :he

modern typewriter industry. In their examinations of the automobile, tire, and radio

industries, Klepper and Simons provided numerous tables of process and product R&D

improvements that hel ed explain the evolution of each industry. In comparison, there

was only one major innovation in the typewriter industry, and this innovation was in the

latter stages of the industry. Since firms did not need to succeed base<i on innovative

products, the three major determinants of success were: market entry date, firm size, and

conformation to product standards.

Since Smith Corona and Brother satisfied all three of these characteristics, they

were the most successful. Both companies entered the ET market be:f()re 1982 and were

also among the first entrants in the PWP market. They were relatively large companies

that benefited from the returns and cost reductions that were the result of process arid

product R&D as well as economies of scale. IBM, on the other hand, only met two of the

three requirements for success. In the beginning, IBM benefited tremendously from their

strong brand name and existing customer base. As mentioned earlier, IBM's reputation

was strong enough to overcome its weak product offerings. Over time, IBM's reluctance

to conform to accepte standards eventually drove their loyal customers to Smith Corona

and Brother. However, it is also important to recall that IBM was more interested in

computers and software, so the company did not want to continue pouring money illto its

declining typewriter business. Finally, firms that entered the market too late (such as

Panasonic and Sharp) or firms that were not of sufficient size (such as Swintec and

Olivetti) were eventually forced out of the market.
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